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creating citizens for the future: compassionate, curious and strong. 

Respect         Responsibility      Kindness      Growth 

Dear Parents and Carers,  

We are again most grateful to you all for your continued support. We are incredibly appreciative of the calm 

manner in which families have been dropping children off each morning at the school gates and at the way 

families have been signing in to collect children after school. 

While there are concerns about the negative impact physical isolation is having on children’s learning, we should 
also focus on children’s mental health. In these challenging times, kids’ mental health needs to be a high priority. 
The following ideas will help lay a solid foundation for good mental health, and outline key behaviours that will 
help build the resilience and psychological strength that kids need in these difficult times. More parenting ideas 
can be found at Resources for Parents - Parenting Ideas 

Build the foundations for good health 

A healthy diet, plenty of exercise and good sleep patterns are basic to good physical and mental health. Get the 
foundations right and you establish optimum conditions for your child to flourish even in difficult circumstances. 

Eat a healthy diet 

The ‘healthy body, healthy mind’ mantra that we grew up with needs to be updated to ‘healthy gut, healthy 
brain’. Recent research has revealed the links between a child’s gut health and good mental health. Kids who 
experience anxiety and depression typically have imbalances of adrenaline (which keeps the brain alert) and 
GABA (which calms the brain down), that can be rectified with good gut health. 

A framework for healthy eating includes eating real rather than processed foods, consuming small and regular 
meals, starting each day with protein and complex carbs, drinking plenty of water and keeping children away 
from caffeinated drinks. 

Get plenty of exercise 

Exercise not only promotes good mental health. It’s also a tool that children can use to manage their mental 
states. Exercise and movement send endorphins through their bodies improving mood and relieving tension and 
stress. Exercise and movement relaxes the muscles and reduces feelings of anxiety that build up over time. 

A framework for exercise includes starting the day with some movement (such as walking to school), taking 
regular movement and game breaks, finishing the school day with movement that gets their limbs moving and 
hearts pumping. 

https://www.parentingideas.com.au/parent-resources/
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Maintain good sleep patterns 

The benefits of good sleep patterns are immense and far-reaching, impacting children’s learning, memory and 
emotional stability. Sleep restores the brain to optimum conditions and rejuvenates the body, allowing 
hormone levels elevated during the day to return to normal. Consequently, sleep-deprived children 
experience greater anxiety doing routine tasks and have a propensity for pessimistic thinking, which is 
associated with anxiety and depression. 

A framework for good sleep patterns includes finding an optimum bedtime; creating a regular, relaxing 
routine, eating and exercising at the right time, creating a sleep sanctuary and getting up at regular times each 
day. 

Add the pillars of good mental health 

Mental health is complex and is impacted by many factors including a child’s social and emotional wellbeing. 
The following four pillars have an insulating effect on your child’s mental health, acting as circuit breakers 
when life becomes difficult and complex. 

Maintain social connection 

As social beings, we long for connection to others and a sense of belonging to groups. While time alone can be 
restorative, sharing experiences, thoughts and stories with others is essential to your child’s happiness and 
wellbeing. 

A framework for social connection includes one-on-one time with family members and other loved ones, 
having shared family experiences to confirm a sense of belonging, having shared time and experiences with 
peers from school and the neighbourhood, and a connection with the broader community through shared 
experience, cause or goal. Aim for dinnertime, with the television off, as shared family time during the week. 

Stay in the present 

The human mind is restless, taking us all over the place. It can make us feel happy recalling memories of loved 
ones or happy times and it can also drive insecurity connecting us to events in the past or future that fill us 
with dread, and make us feel anxious. Kids’ wandering minds need to take a rest and settle in the present, 
stopping their mental chatter, giving them the chance relax. Mindfulness is an essential mental health tool 
that enables children to keep their minds in the present moment, allowing them to feel safe and secure. 

A mindfulness framework includes regular mindfulness exercises, doing one thing at a time, using mindfulness 
during an anxious moment, practising self-kindness and forgiveness. 

Enjoy yourself at play 

The term ‘child’s play’ is demeaning to children and dismissive of the place of play in our lives. Play is critical to 
our happiness and wellbeing. Borrowing from the work of Dr. Brene Brown, play is defined as any activity that 
is fun (therefore highly anticipated), free (that is, self-directed) and involves flow (we don’t want it to stop). 
Play helps kids manage anxiety and depression as it lifts their mood and is therapeutic by nature. 

A play framework includes space and time for play, child-initiated activities, a mix of lone play and group 
activity, and some social or physical risk may be involved. 
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Spend time in nature 

Recent studies highlight what we already knew – that time spent in natural environments benefits our        
happiness, our sense of wellbeing and reduces stress and tension. The rejuvenating benefits of time spent in 
the bush or by the sea may be difficult to acquire during times of physical isolation but walks to the park,        
spending time under a favourite tree or even bringing some green shrubs inside have proven to be just as 
beneficial to children’s mental health. 

A time in nature framework includes management and reduction of screen time, exposure to natural              
environments in the neighbourhood, bringing the outdoors inside, and spending some time each day            
outdoors. 

Practise protective behaviours 

Our daily habits contribute to our wellbeing and mental health. Some habits such as spending too much time 
in front of a screen may be detrimental. There are a number of behaviours, when practised continuously, 
which build our resilience and resistance to daily difficulties. These include: 

Keeping foundation behaviours 

Routine behaviours such as waking at the same time, having breakfast, exercising, showering and dressing get 
us ready for the day ahead. They underpin productivity, learning and wellbeing. Remove the structure         
provided by these foundation behaviours and many children and young people struggle, particularly those 
who are prone to anxiety and depression. 

A foundation behaviour framework includes morning routines and rituals to prepare for the day, after school 
and evening wind down routines, and routines that prepare children for sleep. 

Practising deep breathing 

Recognition of the benefits of deep breathing dates back to ancient Roman and Greek times when deep belly 
breathing was used to rid the body of impurities. Modern science informs us that deep breathing instantly 
engages our capacity to relax and stay calm. When a child becomes anxious or fearful their breathing           
becomes shallow. Taking deep, slow breaths when they become overwhelmed by anxiety is the quickest way 
to return to a calm state. Deep breathing has great preventative powers helping the mind stay in a state of 
focus and calm. 

A deep breathing framework includes practising deep breathing spontaneously throughout the day,           
combining deep breathing with mindfulness practice, using deep breathing to restore energy when tired, and 
breathing deeply during an anxious moment. 
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Checking in on feelings 

If children and young people are not tuning into their emotions they are missing a rich vein of information that 
will assist decision-making, learning and importantly, their wellbeing. It’s relatively easy to tune to into             
behaviour and our thoughts, but much harder to detect our emotions. The skill of emotionally checking in,       
developed by Prof. Marc Brackett from the Yale Centre for Emotional Intelligence, helps children and young     
people to identify how they are feeling at any given time. It requires kids to stand still, close their eyes, take 
some deep breaths, identify and give a name to their feeling. This simple habit of checking, once practised and 
learned, is a wonderful life skill to acquire. 

Looking after your child’s mental health may seems like a mystery at times. However, there is a great deal we 
can do. By laying a foundation for good general health and then working at maintaining the pillars of mental 
health and teaching kids the protective mental health behaviours, you provide them with a solid framework for 
maintenance of good mental health that they can take into adulthood. 
 
Finally, a reminder that school finishes early next Friday (2.30pm) and reports will be made available on  Compass 
to families in the first week of the holidays. 
 
Take care, 

Nadia, Missy and Sarah.  
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Hello to our amazing Prep community! 

The Prep team would like to give a BIG thank you to our Prep families and carers for their support during the 

remote learning period. We are so grateful for the flexibility we have seen from our students and families       

during the past two weeks.  

Teachers have been busy working during the  assessment weeks preparing reports. We have been so proud of 

our students and what they have been able to show us. They have achieved so much already this semester and 

we look forward to the growth they will continue to make. 

Maths 

Our shape unit has come to an end this week as students  have completed their learning on 2D shapes and 3D         

objects. We took the opportunity while at home to have students find 3D objects around their house. It was a 

great chance for students to show us their understanding in an engaging and hands on way! 

Writing 

During remote learning, students revised the ‘c or k’ rule to determine when to use ‘c’ at the start of the  word 

and when to use ‘k’. They also worked on writing their heart words and handwriting. This term, we had a big 

focus on handwriting and ensuring students are writing with the correct letter formation. Our focus letters this 

week have been ‘l’ and ‘z’ and the new heart word was  ‘do’.  

Reading 

This week we have started a new focus of making predictions before reading. To make a prediction, students 

use the text clues on the front cover (the title and illustrations), along with their prior knowledge, to make an 

educated guess about what might happen in the story. Students then read the text so that they can confirm or 

reject their prediction.  We encourage you to work with your child to make a prediction before reading at 

home, to engage them in their thinking about a story.  
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Reminders 

Please continue to read with your child every night and record this in their yellow reading journal. Students have 

received a log in for ‘Aussie Decodable Readers’, a fantastic resource which allows students to practise their 

segmenting and blending skills at home.  Books that are that are appropriate to students’ individual reading   

levels will be unlocked. We encourage students to reread books  to build their fluency skills.  

 

Have a great weekend! 

PLC  prep 
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Hello Grade One Families,  

The grade one team are so happy with how well the students have returned to onsite learning following our 

remote learning period. The students have transitioned so well back into the full swing of things at school. It is 

great to see everyone showing the school values.  

Reading 

In reading we have been looking at non-fiction texts, specifically information reports. We have discussed the 

features of an information report, including things like the title, subheadings, facts and diagrams.  We have also 

looked at the language that information reports use like adjectives to provide a more detailed description to the 

reader.  

Writing  

In writing we are also discussing information reports! We have discussed the structure and how we can set up 

an information report. Including things such as a title, introduction, subheadings, facts, conclusion and a 

diagram. We have focused on making sure that our facts match our subheadings and that we make our writing 

interesting, to engage the reader.  

MSL 

In MSL we have learnt the heart words friend’ and ‘water’. We have also been learning the different sounds that 

‘ea’ makes.  

Maths 

In maths we are learning about addition and subtraction. We have learnt strategies to help with different 

problems such as counting on and back, friends of ten and one or two less. We have used materials to help us 

with our counting such as small teddies and number lines. 

Health 

We have continued learning about our health unit including things about being healthy, being safe in different 

environments and things we can do to support our wellbeing. We have focused on things such as gratitude, 

empathy and mindfulness.  

Reminders: 

• Don’t forget the last day of school is the 25th of June next Friday! 

• Please ensure you have paid for next terms book week activity. 

PLC 1  
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During remote learning the students in Grade 2 demonstrated the school value of Responsibility by completing 
tasks on Google Classroom. They took responsibility for their learning and actively uploaded their tasks each day. 
Thank you to our lovely parent community for assisting the students in Grade 2 to complete Reading, Writing, 
Mathematics and Specialists activities.  
 
In Reading, the students were encouraged to use the Raz, Epic and Aussie Decodable Readers apps to practise 
their reading goals. Some students were focusing on comprehension strategies, while others were developing 
their fluency. Aussie Decodable Readers have been designed to encourage students to segment and blend the 
sounds in each word to read accurately. The students complete a ‘Flight Check’ on Raz to allow teachers to 
provide specific feedback on student reading and to plan for reading goals for the students. We continue to 
encourage parents to continue to use these resources at home to improve their child’s reading.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Writing, students practised their sound pack and Heart Words. These are foundational skills that we practise at 
school each day to develop students’ automaticity of sounds and high-frequency words. Students participated in 
activities that developed their understanding of adjectives and adverbs. They were required to transform boring 
sentences into interesting sentences. The interactive website supports students in understanding how adjectives 
and adverbs help the reader to visualise an image in their head. 
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This term we have been exploring different types of sentences. Students were provided with a picture stimulus 
from Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and were encouraged to write a statement, question, command and an 
exclamatory sentence in their workbook. The students did a fantastic job completing this activity.  
 
In Mathematics, the students in Grade 2 were revising Addition and Subtraction concepts that were explored in 
class. Students used My Numeracy and Mathletics to develop their mental strategies. Please continue to use 
these resources to revise your child’s understanding of Mathematical concepts taught in the classroom. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A couple of friendly reminders: 
• Please encourage your child to read every night and record it in their reading journal as 

part of our take home reading program. We love to celebrate our reading milestones! 
• Our History excursion to Werribee Mansion will be in the first week of term 3. We can’t 

wait! 
• Please ensure that term 3 invoices have been paid, so students are not missing out on    

incursions and excursions.  
 
The Grade 2s have been trying their best, and as teachers, we are extremely proud of their 

efforts!  
 

PLC 2  
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Reading: 

For reading the year 3 students have been focusing on inferencing. Students are learning to make inferences in 

order to understand the characters actions and feelings. By learning how to make inferences the students can 

track the characters emotions and feelings over time. They are also able to make a connection to the story by 

drawing on their own prior experiences and knowledge. Students are also working on their independent    

reading goals. 

Writing: 

During our writing lessons the students have been learning how to note take using abbreviations. To further 

extend the students learning they have also been learning about information reports. Students are learning 

how to structure an information report and how to put relevant information into each subheading. 

Maths: 

The year 3 students have been working on Addition and Subtraction. During remote learning and in the       

classroom this week, students have been working on different strategies to solve addition and subtraction 

problems. 

Reminders: 

• The date for the Museum excursion has now been changed to the first week of  August in term 3. If you 

have not paid for the excursion to the Museum you will need to make payments ASAP to ensure your child 

can come along. Payments can be made at reception. 

• Book Week is happening in term 3, please ensure that you have paid for this event. A notification was sent 

out to you via compass with the details. 

 

PLC 3  
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Welcome back to school to our resilient and dedicated Grade 4 students.  

It is great to be back at school to see the students and support their learning in the classroom. The Grade 4 

teachers would like to send our gratitude to the parents for helping another round of Remote Learning . It was 

very pleasing how quickly the students adapted and applied themselves to learning at home. Students were 

great coming to their conferences on time and ready to learn. We thank both the students and parents for 

helping this run as smoothly as possible.  

During this time working from home, students were continuing to work on some of the concepts we had          

covered at school in the first two terms. In reading this saw the students completing a form or answering        

questions relating to the text genre, main idea, personal opinion of the text and why they had this. It was great 

to see students be able to read a text and answer these questions, showing a strong understanding of the text 

they were reading.  

For Writing, students continued to build their understandings and skills around narrative text types. This 

included using a familiar story or short clip and deciding on elements to change from the characters, setting, 

problem and resolution. They then used these to write a short story. Back at school we will continue the writing 

focus on     narratives and students will be able to keep applying the practice and learning they completed at 

home.  

In Maths students were working on their ability to recall multiplication facts up to 10. This will serve the 

students well as they use these to help them with strategies that call upon these skills. Students also did a 

fantastic job working on their assigned My Numeracy and mathletics tasks, with many achieving very high 

accuracy and many taking pride in these results.   

 

PLC 4  
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Well, it’s been a busy few weeks at Tarneit Rise Primary School. Well done to all of the students, families and 

teachers for the way that they handled themselves during lockdown and remote learning. A job well done by 

all! 

During the first week of remote learning, students initially worked from the activities grid and completed      

various tasks including:  

• discussing their reading with families 

• adding ideas to their Writer’s Notebook by  

• writing down ideas that could turn into future writing tasks 

• playing maths games 

• outdoor play and yoga to support wellbeing 

The second week of remote learning saw students returning to the Google Classroom for their learning.     

Monday started with a whole class conference where students were able to interact with their teacher and 

peers. Students also completed various tasks set by their specialist teachers. Across the rest of the week,    

students completed: 

• persuasive reading tasks to continue developing their understanding of persuasive texts 

• used the writing process to plan, draft and revise and edit persuasive pieces of writing 

• learning about shape and how 2D and 3D shapes connect 

• research about the colonisation of Australia 
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Now that we’re back at school, we are getting back into the swing of things. During reading we have             

continued working on understanding persuasive techniques used by writers. Writing has seen students        

looking at how commas should be used and students have continued the writing process to work on            

persuasive writing. In maths, students have been developing their division skills. While history has seen       

students continuing to gain knowledge of different aspects of Australia’s colonisation.  

To help at home with maths, you could practise some multiplication using the vertical method, like the        

examples below. 

 

 

 

 

 

A quick reminder that students should be reading every night at home and recording this in their reading     

diaries. The reading diary should be shown to your child’s teacher once per week on their allocated day. Please 

remind and encourage students to read each night. 

We have nearly made it to the end of Term Two! Well done to everyone for making it to this point. We wish 

everyone a safe and restful holiday – we’re nearly there! 

PLC 5/6 
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Hello from Performing Arts, and welcome back onsite after two weeks of working and learning from home. 
 
We hope that you had many opportunities to practise, enjoy, and experience Performing Arts throughout        
remote learning. Whether it was by completing our online lessons, watching your favourite movie, or having a 
dance party in your lounge room, dance, drama and music are a great way to bring some fun into learning from 
home. 
 
Over this time students across all grade levels were asked to explore online music making using Google chrome 
music lab. This free website provides several engaging and easy to use programs that explore the elements of 
music, We hope you had fun exploring the program, and encourage you to continue seeing how else you can use 
it to make music. 
 
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/ 
 
With just two weeks of term left all Performing Arts classes are busily getting ready to share their final musical 
performance. Watch this space to find out how we will be sharing our students' wonderful work! 
 
 

 
Thanks, and see you in the Performing Arts room! 
 
Miss Andrew & Mr Max 

https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/
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Over the past 2 weeks in STEM, students have been completing formal assessments and google forms. The 

STEM team works together to moderate and make an accurate judgement about our students through science 

inquiry skills, Science knowledge, content being taught, and where they stand in the Victorian Curriculum.  

This week students are learning the following: 

•   Prep students are learning to observe and record different plants and trees in our backyard and local area.  

• Grade 1 are exploring different ways to produce a sound using familiar objects and actions. 

• Grade 2 will be exploring all sorts of building materials to suit the environment. 

• Grade 3 are going to be looking into natural and processed materials/ objects based on their properties. 

Such as a window or a metal spoon.  

• Grade 4 are demonstrating their understanding of the concepts they have learned throughout STEM in 

term 2 such as producers, consumers, decomposes, as a group to work together and construct food webs 

and food chains by completing a Google form on Google classrooms. 

• 5/6 for this week are reviewing Earth and Space Science that they have learned during Term 2, such as    

geological extreme weather events like drought, tsunami, volcanoes, and earthquakes. As well as planets in 

our solar system.  

We are missing our Grade 2 STEM club that has been happening on Mondays after school. Recently in STEM 

club, our Grade 2 students were given a budget of $40 to “buy” materials to make a barge that held the most 

marbles without turning over or sinking. We look forward to hopefully starting clubs back up in term 3.  

We were very impressed with students being able to communicate with one and another in addition to great 

teamwork on display and the interesting barge designs.  Just a reminder that STEM club finishes at 4.15 pm.  

Please be prompt to collect your child from the front office.  Thank you.  
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Dear parents and families,  

It has been great to get our students back onsite at school.  

For the rest of this term the Prep-2 students will be learning how to bounce a  basketball. They will be learning 
how to change direction while moving with the ball. We will also focus on teaching them how to do a crossover 
and how to protect their ball from a defender using the guard position (defensive position). Please ask your 
child about this and maybe even get them to show you something they’ve learned. Please follow the link below 
for more information on ball bounce. 

Ball bounce- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMQp0bwjokw  

Grade 3-6 Students have continued with their unit on Invasion games. The grade 3’s have now moved onto 
Basketball but are transferring the concepts they learnt during European Handball. The grade 4’s are now   
completing a unit on Soccer. They are experimenting with the concepts and strategies they learnt during the 
Tchoukball unit and applying them during modified games of soccer. Whilst the Grade 5/6’s have now finished 
the Tag Rugby unit they are now using their knowledge of strategy in modified AFL games. Please see the blue 
poster on the following page for more information on invasion games and have a talk with your child about 
what they are doing in PE and maybe even challenge them to a game of ‘Line Octopus’. They’ll tell you the 
rules.  

Expressions of interest for Sports Clubs  

If you are interested in helping out at any of the sporting events this year can you please contact Mr. Marley, 
Mr Wilson or Mr Firman via the school email with your expression of interest and availability. YOU MUST HAVE 
a Working With Children Check that is affiliated to Tarneit Rise Primary School. Previous working with children’s 
checks from other schools/organisations are legally no longer accepted.  

Alternatively, if you would like to hire the school space – Netball Courts, Basketball Court/Gym or Soccer pitch 
please contact the school. Any coaches in our school community network who would like to run sports clinics 
require public liability insurance and a working with children’s check.  

Paid Sports @ Tarneit Rise 

As well as the PE curriculum, running club, recess and lunch equipment, we now have 3 private sports     
clinics running after School. These are Hot Shots Tennis, CricSmart Cricket and Wyndham Victory Netball 
Squad. If you would like any further information please use the contacts below. 

Tennis - https://www.tennis.com.au/meehantennisacademy/ 

Cricket - http://www.cricsmart.com.au/ 0425366229 

Netball -  http://www.wyndhamnetball.com.au  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMQp0bwjokw
https://www.tennis.com.au/meehantennisacademy/
http://www.cricsmart.com.au/
http://www.wyndhamnetball.com.au/
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Invasion sports: Grade 3, Grade 4 and Grade ⅚ - See blue resource and QR Code 

Stay safe - Stay active, 

PE team 
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 Greetings Families 
 
We’ve been so happy to have everyone back in the art room, making the most of the two 
short weeks we have left. Next term, our visual artists will become performing artists for the 
rest of the year and we look forward to meeting the rest of our artists in Term 3. All of the art 
completed this semester will be coming home next week. Please celebrate your children’s 
efforts and creativity by chatting with them about the art they have made. These rainbow 
bug artworks, inspired by Helen Millroy, were lovingly made by Prep Artists.  
 
Ms. Popczyk and Mrs. Taylor 
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Cybersafety Program 

Throughout this term students have been engaging in discussions around Cybersafety and Cyberbullying. 
Many classes have begun to undertake a series of lessons known as the Cybersmart Challenge. The outcomes 
of this challenge are that students will be better equipped to understand and manage key online safety issues, 
including inappropriate or unwanted contact, cyberbullying and the risks of sharing images online. This         
challenge encourages students to engage in topics and critically think about Cyberbullying, what being a       
bystander means and what they could do, understanding privacy and the sharing of personal, positive online 
relationships and platforms, and scenarios about events that would warrant students needing to seek help or 
advice from a trusted adult. These lessons link into the Victorian curriculum capabilities strands of Ethical     
understanding, Personal and Social Capabilities, Information and Communication (ICT) Capability. The eSafety 
Commissioner website also offers parents an opportunity to participate and educate themselves on how to 
teach their children to be safe online, with free webinars as well as resources that parents can use and     
download. 
Parent Webinars 
The Parent and Carer webinars have wrapped up for this term but there are plenty more sessions for new 
topics in Terms 3 & 4. 
 
You will be able to register for sessions HERE once registrations open. 

e-Safety Commissioner Article #6: Managing unwanted online contact 

The internet has opened an unprecedented opportunity for people to communicate and receive information 
anywhere and at any time. 
 
Through email and social networking, we can engage with people who are both well known, existing friends 
and new friends that we may never meet face-to-face or speak with offline. 
 
 It is important for your child to understand that as in the offline world, some people online have all intentions. 
unwanted contact is any type of on-line communication that your child finds unpleasant or confronting. The 
contact can come from unknown online friends or someone they actually know in the offline world. 
 
 

https://www.esafety.gov.au/parents/webinars
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Consider these steps to help your child manage unwanted contact: 

•  Encourage your child to raise concerns with you or another trusted adult. 
 

•  Block the person contacting your child and change the privacy settings. don't respond to 
the person or give them any attention. 

 
• Keep the evidence.  This can be useful in tracking the person posting unsuitable material.      

A guide to  collecting evidence, along with some helpful videos on how to collect screenshots 
(see these how-to guides for Apple and Android devices) is available on the eSafety website. 

• Contact the ISP, phone provider or site administrator their actions they can take to help. 
 

If you require further information in regards to this please visit the eSafety website.  

 
For some more useful tips, download the parents guide to online safety. 

 
 Visit the iParent website for more information on ways to minimise risk online, without fear of 
online predators.  

 

 

 
More information can be found here on the eSafety Commissioner website https://
www.esafety.gov.au/parents/big-issues/unwanted-contact  

https://www.esafety.gov.au/key-issues/how-to/collect-evidence
https://www.esafety.gov.au/media/taking-screenshot-apple-device
https://www.esafety.gov.au/key-issues/how-to/collect-evidence/taking-screenshot-android
https://www.esafety.gov.au/parents/online-safety-book
https://kidsoft.com.au/iparentportal/
https://www.esafety.gov.au/parents/big-issues/unwanted-contact
https://www.esafety.gov.au/parents/big-issues/unwanted-contact
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This term, in Global Perspective meetings, we have been investigating the global issue of      

animal cruelty. Animal cruelty is one of the leading issues in the world and it was one of the 

top 3     issues chosen by the global perspective leaders. Did you know there are 41 species 

that are endangered? 

We started by getting into teams of 2-3 students and started brainstorming different ways to 

raise awareness about animal cruelty. We used a range of resources, such as, iPads to carry 

out our research and coloured paper for posters. Some of the ideas that the leaders chose 

were creating a website, posters, raffles, and inventions.  

Towards the end of the term, the Global perspective leaders re-evaluated how the program 

should be conducted. We decided that we wanted to learn about animal cruelty as a big 

group, rather than working in smaller teams, to gather more information about how this issue 

affects the world and why it should be addressed. We are currently learning about the Grey 

Hounds racing industry and we are very excited to be meeting Mr. Tivendale’ s Grey Hound 

‘Rolly’ next week! 

We look forward to updating you on our research and findings. 

 

Alaina Matta and Sharan Thota.  

5/6 GPL Representatives  
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